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01 - Boards
     - Design your presentation for crits
     - Strip Printing

Generally one should consider the dimensions of the space in which the presentation is going to take place: 

Here we will discuss your pinup in relation to the black hessian boards.

Design your format around these dimensions - it will make your pin-up far easier on the day. 
Consider your audience - often critics and tutors will be seated, with your peers on the floor. 

It also makes for a cleaner presentation. Instead of a hap-hazard-too-large-over-the-edges-I-cobbled-this-
together-last-night scenario. 

STRIP PRINTING

As the hessian boards are larger than A1 and often one has more than one board of work to present it becomes 
easier to print a strip. 

An A1 printer prints on the short side of A1 i.e 594 wide 
An A0 printer prints on the short side of A0 i.e 841 wide 

Typically you can print a long strip, running horizontally or vertically. It is dependent on what is being shown - an 
exploded axonometric ( vertical ) or a large scale long section ( horizontal )

See ADOBE INDESIGN BEGINNERS’ TUTORIAL on the media centre tutorial page for document set up and 
changing page dimensions.
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02 - Layout
     -  Rule of Thirds
     -  Grids
    
LAYOUT

Layout refers to the arrangement of elements on a page.  This page in could range from a book page to a 
billboard. Here we are concerned with large format printing A1 and A0.
There are various approaches to composing two dimensional documents.
Here we are concerned with a more formal approach.
 
RULE OF THIRDS

As a basic method for composing a drawing or element within the whole of your presentation, useful in a 
perspective to weight the image or drawing into thirds- ground middle and sky

GRIDS

Using the grid as a formal method in laying out work will allow you to create stronger presentation. Often its 
easier to start with the work you have, images, drawings, plans, sections and place them within this framework. 

Scale and the weight of drawings or renders come to play here where often a narrative is necessary to describe 
your design process and the way in which your design performs.

In Illustrator the Line Segment tool has a drop down for The Rectangular Grid Tool - Here you can specify 
vertical segments and horizontal segments depending on how you wish to divide your page.

SKY

SUBJECT

GROUND



03 - Content
     - Images / drawings / renders
     - Large format scanning
     - line work
     - Text
     - Annotation

A presentation is entirely reliant on the content. A strong presentation will have balance and a readability to 
the ideas you are conveying.

The process of arranging content becomes an entirely subjective exercise. But there are a few points to note 
in composing a presentation.

IMAGES / DRAWINGS / RENDERS

The quality of these elements often dictate how large they can be - you want to avoid printing pixilated 
images.

LARGE FORMAT SCANNING:

NICAI has an A1 scanner - located on Level 5 next to the help desk. You can scan drawings on the short site 
(594mm) and smaller  - but asscanner feeds through, these strips can be failry long.

LINE WORK

Depending on the printer the finest line weight changes. Often a compelling line drawing has mixed and 
varied line weights. Just watch the finer lines as sometimes they wont come out in the print.

It becomes quite tempting to print black background and white lines, as the screen in which you view is 
illuminated, these lines appear brighter than they really are. Often line work gets lost when printed like this- 
especially anything finer than 0.5pt.  If you’re set on it - do a test print.

TEXT

Text and or blurbs on presentations are often a good idea. Ensure the writing itself is concise and is better 
kept at a smaller font. 10pt.

ANNOTATION

Diagrams and drawings all require some kind of annotation. KEEP ALL ANNOTATION SMALL. State whether 
its a short or long section and the scale to which its drawn. 10pt is recommended, but depending on the 
drawing 9pt is also sensible. Sometimes dropping the black to a grey is helpful in toning down text.

eg:

Short Section 1:100  (9pt)

Short Section 1:100  (7pt)

Short Section 1:100  (12pt)   

Short Section 1:100 ( 21pt)

This size can becomes cumbersome especially if you have many drawings and their content is far more delicate.



04 - Quantity vs Clarity

Self editing your work will make it stronger. - Cull images that don’t describe as much as others

Often white space and or negative space aids the legibility of your work. Avoid clutter and opt for simplicity 
over complexity.

The size of images dictates the hierarchy of drawings or renders within your presentation. 

Watch out for the coined money shot - as a rule one A1 render should describe as much information and 
or have an equal quality to 4 A4 drawings showing different things.  

A single image should at points articulate  programme of space or occupation. Vector silhouettes are a 
simple and quick way to add people to spaces, but lack the quality of an actual figure within the spaces 
you are describing.



05 - Stocks
     - Weight + thickness
     - Archival quality
     - Coated papers
     - Rag bonds
     - Hot press vs cold press
     - Photo printers
     - Signage Printers
     - Plotters

Image and overall document quality are dependent on using the correct paper stock for the document you 
want to produce and the type of printer you will be using. 

WEIGHT + THICKNESS

Paper weight is generally expressed as grams per square metre (g/m2 + gsm), a measure that makes it easy 
to compare any two pieces of paper, and whether the printer can print on that gsm or not. Additional to weight 
is the thickness of paper - measured in microns, some printers have a maximum thickness which can be 
printed on.

ARCHIVAL QUALITY 

The acidity (or alkalinity) of a paper is determined primarily by the internal sizing methodology employed in its 
manufacture. Paper produced using rosin/alum chemistry is often referred to as acid sized. Most manufactur-
ers have now converted to synthetic internal sizing, enabling paper to be produced under slightly alkaline 
conditions.  Either process can yield a perfectly acceptable product. The major drawback of the acid sized 
paper is sheet life. Acid sized sheets age quicker than their alkaline counterparts, eventually becoming yellow 
and brittle. Simply ask of the paper is acid free or not - cheaper papers often are acidic.

COATED PAPERS

Coated paper stocks vary between professional printers, some printers spec. a particular paper for the type 
of printer. 

Coated papers are being used with increasing frequency in digital colour printing. Coated papers are 
produced by applying an aqueous coating to a base sheet (IE THEY RUN IN WHEN THEY GET WET).

The main purpose of paper coating is to give a smooth, receptive area for printing and a distinctive appear-
ance. Coated papers  typically categorized by their “gloss” level. Gloss is achieved by making the surface 
more reflective through a combination of calendering (pressing) and/or coating choices.

The range of gloss varies from a matte to high gloss.
Typical coated paper                                                       gloss levels per grade classification:

Coated Paper Classification                                             Gloss Range (75°)                                                 
High Gloss                         Cast Coated                            80+
Gloss                                  Gloss, Enamels, Art, etc         50 to 80
Semi-gloss                         Dull, Silk                                  35 to 50
Satin                                   Satin or Velvet                         25 to 35
Matte                                  Matte                                      10 to 25

Additional types of coated paper include: Heavyweight coated and standard coated. 
(These vary in gsm and are based on a standard paper base)



05 - Stocks:

RAG BONDS

These are the papers made from a combination of cotton and wood fibres, which gives them strength and a 
textures appearance. Most of these papers are watermarked to specify their cotton content and are graded 
accordingly:

No. 1 bonds = 100% cotton fiber
No. 2 bonds = 50 to 75% cotton fiber
No. 3 bonds = (obsolete)
No. 4 bonds = 25% cotton fiber

HOT PRESS VS COLD PRESS 

Within the paper making process,  the final press is done with a cold steel plate ( cold press ) or a hot steel plate 
( hot press ) Cold press is more textured. Hot press has a light pitted smooth surface - which makes it appropri-
ate for printing.

As rag bonds frequently have embossed surfaces (makers mark), dry ink may fuse poorly to them in the digital 
printing process. 

They do perform well in some presentationes - it is entirely dependent on the content of the presentation. Hot 
press stock (as opposed to cold press) is far smoother and allows for opportunity to have a presentation of both 
drawing and printing. ( It is recommended that you do a test print before committing to a particular stock )

PHOTO PRINTERS

Highest quality and resolution, best for highly detailed prints and photos. 1500mm ( short side )

SIGNAGE PRINTERS 

Use for larger prints: comes with less resolution, quality and colour reproduction. 

PLOTTERS

Used for line work only - cannot print photos or images. Really fine line weights - usually cheaper to print.

ASK YOUR PRINTING PROFESSIONAL: each company will have charge rates / sheet which are also relational 
to the cost of the paper. Some printers wont take certain paper stocks. (As their machines are calibrated to 
particular types of paper.)

Depending on what kind of printer you are using you may be able to print on various types of paper stocks. 
As with any experimental  media its best to do a test print on that paper you intend on using. If using your own 
paper - colours and quality may be compromised. TEST IT.



06 - Print specialists

Generally when it comes to getting your work professionally printed - what you pay is what you get. ( Time 
frame + costs )

For places external to the university MAKE SURE YOU ASK FOR A STUDENT PRICE 

Some large format specialists in Auckland:

NICAI Print Centre: 
https://wiki.auckland.ac.nz/display/NICAIHELP/Large+Format+Printing+at+NICAI

Rocket:
http://www.rocketprint.co.nz

Neville Newcomb:
http://www.newcomb.co.nz

Cartridge World:
http://www.cartridgeworld.co.nz



07 - Going to Print
     - Tile test print
     - Colour and line weight test print
     - Test prints 

TILE TEST PRINTS

Tile prints are the most efficient way to test your work before you print. 
Proportions, relationships, even the spelling of documents come out when one does a to scale test print.

COLOUR AND LINE WEIGHT TEST PRINT

Check line weights: your document may have a very fine line weight - but it wont come out when you print.            
( This may need an additional test with your final printer, as printers have varying minimum line weights, ask 
your print professional what this line weight is and adjust your documnet accordingly )

Check the readability of your work; does it make sense?

Consider detail; less or more? White space is valuable.

TEST PRINTS: 

 If you're experimenting with different paper stocks it becomes sensible to test print portions of your document. 
Compose a page that has all the different elements of your presentation-  part of a photograph, line work, text. 
It will become evident if you need to change your paper type or adjaust your content.



08 - Presentation Printing with Adobe PDF
     - File size and compression settings
     - Advanced colour management

OPEN YOUR PRESENTATION

In this example I am using Adobe Illustrator as I have been working with both Raster Images and Vectors



PRINT TO PDF

FILE > PRINT

08 - Presentation Printing with Adobe PDF



CHOOSE A PRINTER

SELECT ‘Adobe PDF’ from the PRINTER drop down menu.

CLICK SETUP in the lower left corner of the Print dialogue box

08 - Presentation Printing with Adobe PDF



A Warning box will appear.

CLICK CONTINUE

08 - Presentation Printing with Adobe PDF



Make sure Adobe PDF is the selected printer

CLICK PREFERENCES

08 - Presentation Printing with Adobe PDF



SETTING THE QUALITY AND COMPRESSION OF THE PDF.

Here you can select the quality of the PDF and this should be in line with the intended use of the file:

(NOTE: The way the PDFs compress your files is by reducing the DPI (Dots Per Inch) of images in your file. This 
can be both good and bad so make sure you select the right setting for what you need. VECTOR INFORMA-
TION WILL NOT CHANGE WITH THESE SETTINGS)
  

SMALLEST FILE SIZE
Usually used when emailing PDFs or viewing them on a screen.

The quality is not good for printing but the file size is small.

HIGH QUALITY PRINT
This takes all images over 450DPI and reduces them to 300 DPI. This will make a huge difference if you have 
many small images on a page as it is likely that they are larger than they need to be. Large images (A2/A1 
size) will most likely not need to be resized as it is unlikely that they are over 300DPI.

PRESS QUALITY PRINT
The same settings as High Quality Print, however this is to be used for any CMYK documents as it will retain 
the CMYK information and will not convert it to RGB.

Both High Quality and Press Quality will provide good quality prints sufficient for almost all presentation and 
crits.

SELECT a setting and Click OK and then click Print on the Printer Setup window
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

To reach these click edit next to the drop down menu for Default Settings.

The next couple of pages will explain some of the various settings used in Adobe Acrobat to compress your 
files. For the majority of projects you will not need to change these settings.
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IMAGES

Images in your files can take up a lot of space, by resizing them and compressing them you can make the files 
a lot smaller and with the right settings you won’t be able to see the difference.

In this window images are broken down into Colour, Grayscale and Monochrome. This is because each contain 
differing amounts of data, and as such you may want to keep lower resolution of colour images and higher 
resolution of grayscale as the grayscale can contain more resolution and still remain the same file size as the 
colour image. The same is true for monochrome images.

In each area you are presented with the following options:

DOWNSAMPLE:
Here you can set the downsampling method. Various methods are used for different images (gradients vs block 
colour, rounded corners vs straight edges etc.) Each has its pros and cons, experiment in Photoshop if you 
want to see the differences.
Here you are also able to set the resolution of the images. In the example above it is set to 300dpi for images 
above 450dpi. What this means is that Acrobat will scale and downsample all images that are in the document 
and are over 450dpi on the page and will make them 300dpi, any image under 450dpi will remain the same size.

Compression:
THIS ALLOWS YOU to select between various compression methods for the images.

IMAGE QUALITY
Set to maximum for best results, reduce the quality to reduce file size.
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COLOUR

All these settings allow for careful preservation of colour and makes sure what you see is what is printed. These 
settings are very advanced and should always be tested well in advance as they can all produce drastically 
different results.

Below is a simplified explanation of the settings available. For more information see the Wikipedia article on 
Colour Management (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_management)

COLOUR MANAGEMENT POLICIES
Allows you to convert the document to CMYK or RGB.

DOCUMENT RENDERING INTENT
Absolute colorimetric 
This tries to print all colours exactly as they are set. 

RELATIVE COLORIMETRIC 
Sets a colour and changes all colours relative to it.

PERCEPTUAL AND SATURATION 
Perceptual intent smoothly moves out-of-gamut colours into gamut, preserving gradations, but distorts 
in-gamut colours in the process. If an entire image is in-gamut, relative is perfect, but when there are out of 
gamut colours, which is more preferable depends on a case-by-case basis. Saturation intent is most useful in 
charts and diagrams, where there is a discrete palette of colours which one wishes to have saturated but where 
the specific hue is less important.
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